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Oliver Dayton's Bluff: A Brief History
by Steve Trimble
I recently attended the funeral of
Gareth Hiebert, a long-time newspaper columnist who chronicled life
in the city and surrounding area for
three decades. He died of pneumonia at the age of 83. Under the pen
name "Oliver Towne" he explored a
variety of interesting and unusual
people and places, including
Daytot's Bluff.
"Gary" as friends called him,
grew up in New Ulm, where he got
his start in journalism as a high
school sports editor He attended the
University of Minnesota, where he
was a campus correspondent for the
Dispatch, a paper he joined fulltime before joining the military in
1942. After a stint with the Army
Stars and Stripes magazine, he
settled in St. Paul, raising a family
and serving as assistant city editor.
Hiebert was also a colleague of
mine at Metropolitan State University where he offered a class in Twin
Cities history. I sometimes team
taught the course with Gary. So I
have decided to do something a little
different this month. Instead of writing another chapter in the continuing saga of Dayton's Bluff (I'll get
back to it in June), I'm going to
share portions of some of Hiebert's
descriptions of our neighborhood..
Some of his work has recently
been reprinted by a local publisher
and the original books he wrote are
available at the libra,ry. I happen to
have an extra copy or two of the
oritinals and am willing to send
them out to any two readers who
send in their own memories of Gary
Hiebert or any of the places included in this article

It is not generally known, I suppose
that the last battle of the Revolutionary
War was fought in St. Paul 67 years
ago in front of a house at 258 Bates,
on the East Side....
They called it the Noble riot and it
occurred on July 4, 1892.
Percival Noble, an Englishman,
lived at 258 then and determined to assert his rights in a free country by flying the British flag on a pole in front
of the home.
John DeCourcy of 717 Conway...
ran across the Van Buren schoolyard to
protest. DeCourcy pulled down the
British flag, folded it and handed it to
Noble with a diplomatic protest in the
name of the fathers of the American
revolution.
But Noble only waited until Mr. DeCourcy had returned to his home, then
he ran up the Union Jack again and cut
the halyards.
Mr. DeCourcy returned, shinned up
the pole, pulled down the flag and started to slide back to the ground. But
Noble was waiting with a horse whip
and laid onbDeCourcy heavily.
Whereupon John Morris, headwaiter
at the formal dining room of the Rvan
hotel, was attracted to the scene from
his house at 705 Conway. An adroit
bouncer, Mr. Morris stepped on
Noble's toes and punched him in the
nose.
Mr. DeCourcy now reinforced by the
reserves, grabbed Noble's whip and
counterattacked, driving him into the
house.
The neighbors, aroused by the commotion, moved in as shock troops,
tearing off parts of the porch..
It was in this atmosphere of disagreement that Paddy Hines, 721 Conway, made a plea for law and order,

and took his family to Winnipeg.
Thus was the last outpost of the British empire wiped out in the United
States..."

For those who are new to the
neighborhood, Van Buren School
was replaced by Dayton's Bluff Elementary. In his 1958 book, St Paul
is My Beat, Gary Hiebert described
the following event that took place
in its immediate vicinity.

pled for peace and then called the
cops.
A squad of St. Paul's finest arrived
on from Margaret Street Station and
dispersed the rebels and loyalists alike.
Patriotic groups demanded that
Noble be prosecuted for his defamation of the Fourth of July sentiment...
But Noble, in full retreat, packed

red and green switch-lamps below,
while wiping shaving soap off hastity
trimmed faces, shuffle bleary-eyed
into the glare and grope for steaming
coffee cups.
'Ham and cake!' That is railroad fare
at the Burlington at 7 a.m., something
to stick to a man's ribs while he rides
the cab of a diesel or swings from the

"258 Bates: July 4th Noble Riot

Back in 1959, when the next article
was penned, the railroads were still
major employers and many of the
workers lived in this vicinity. This
now vanished landmark was the kind
of unique remnant that Gary Hiebert
loved. If you go to the edge of the
bluff behind the Mounds Park pavilion, you can see where it once stood.
Any readers ever eat there?
"A Railroad Beanerie
In the rapidly ebbing era of the old
time railroad beanerie hotel, there remains between Chicago and San Francisco only one worth a reputation. And
that is the Burlington Hotel, set on a
shelf at the foot of Earl Street, just to
the left of the Warner road overpass...
It has breached the space of time
between the old and the new in communication, for instance. You see at
once a new French-styletele phone and
also an old-type wall phone, one of the
few remaining in use hereabouts. That
is for special calls - incoming only,
from the 'call boy' in the yards who
summons his minions at all hours to
come down and start the wheels of a
fast or slow freight rolling south or
west. Upstairs in the 12 box-shaped
rooms holding 21 beds you will find
odd-looking ropes, looped near the
windows. These are fire escape ropes,
swinging exits to the ground below...
The hours of dawn and 7 p m. are
the noisiest and busiest... when the
railroaders swarm into the place. They
climb the long stairs from the sea of'
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icy, iron rungs of a boxcar at the end of
a string of freight cars. Historically,
the Burlington has enjoyed a tenure of
more than 50 years on the- East Side
ledge....
The Burlington enjoys one more
distinction that few other hotels in
America can claim. If you stand on the
lawn in front, it is possible to see every
form of transportation known to manthe planes at Holman field, trains,
boats in the river, cars, busses, trucks,
people
walking,
bicycles
and
motorcycles.
And every room comes with a view."
-- from Gary Hiebert, Once Upon A
Towne.
Although the street is now paved, the
segment of Point Douglas Road
described below in a 1958 article is
still there. The dead end mentioned is
across from today's Obb's Bar. One
thing Hiebert did not mention is that
Point Douglas is itself a remnant of
the old Territorial Road which snaked
across Dayton's Bluff in the 1850's.
"Bricks and Opera
I drove down a winding stretch of
old brick paving on the East Side of
the city the other day. And there would
be those who scoff at the idea that a
row of bricks could spawn even the
haze of a memory.
But there is more than one along
Old Point Douglas Road, as it runs like
a meandering stream from Hudson
Road near Earl, to a dead end at Burns
and Clarence
It was St. Paul's most imposing entry
from the southeast for nearly 40 years
- leading into Hastings Road that
skirted the bluff
. The romance of that old piece of
paving began from the day the first
bricks were laid.
Point Douglas Road was built 50
years ago. Those were the days of the
horse and wagon. And the workers
were mostly Italians.
Each day at 5 a.m. the wagons
would go down to Earl and Hastings
and pick up the laborers and then start
rumbling to the day's bricklaying site.
'And those Italians would begin to
sing operatic arias,' I was told by a
woman who remembered. 'It was the
most beautiful music I ever heard. I
used to lie in bed and listen to it and it
sent chills up and down my spine....'
And the three saloons over at Earl
and Hastings were 'halfway' houses for
farmers who came in from Hastings to
sell their produce down in the city.
All that happened along the old
piece of brick paving-no longer an
artery of commerce, but runningseemingly without rhyme or reasonthrough a half, mile of East Side
residential area filled with bright new
homes.
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There is only one mark of its former
glory-at the Burns and Clarence
intersection. An ancient highway sign
with arrows, and one which reads'Hastings 19 mi.'"
Written in 1958, this Hiebert column
looked at the history of one of the
oldest residences in St. Paul. It is still
standing, though greatly remodeled,
on Mound Street just off Mounds
Boulevard and is now the Mound Park
Rest Home. To get a sense of its
architecture, it is best viewed from
Bates Street below. The article below
is a shortened version:
"Captain's Roost on Mounds Park
It was on one of those April-like
December afternoons before Christmas
that Ary Scheffer and I went back to
review the strange but fascinating
history of his old home, a statuesque
fortress that has commanded a stirring
panorama of the city and valley for
more than a century....it stands, a
sentinel of grandeur up there near the
peak of the ridge leading into Mounds
Park.
A Commodore Davidson built the
place in 1856. Like a lot of other
steamboat captains and nautical
persons who built houses along the
Mississippi, he put this place at what
he considered to be the best possible
vantage for looking at the river. In
addition, the Commodore erected on
the roof a glassed-in pilot house...
1872, the house, having fallen into
tarnished times, became part of a
newspaper raffle and Dr. J. H. Murphy,
well-known St. Paul physician got it
for a five dollar bill.
The Scheffer reign began in 1886
and lasted until about the turn of the
century. It was during this period that
the yard boasted a fountain and
artificial lake and a long, winding
gravel driveway.
'It was a wonderful placed in which
to grow-up,' says Ary, referring to his
own childhood and that of his four
sisters, one of them the late Mrs.
William Hamm, Sr. of the brewing
company.
But the panic of the late 1890's took
the house out of Ary's life and it took
an erratic course until the early 1940's
then Mrs. Evans moved in and restored
to its present status....
And I think this is one of the reasons
the house holds so much fascination
for me. I have written about many an
old building and landmark, but usually
in a minor key, observing the demise
or fall.
Not so with the old dowager up
there on the ridge. She wears her pride
as jauntily as any new home of style
finished in the city within the last
month.
--Gareth Hiebert, St. Paul is My
Beat.
n
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Budget Will Shift Costs to
Local Hospitals

“Animals” from page 1:

shelter for the animals, and sacrifice the
animals for spiritual exchanges. The
Hmong agreed with the animals. Some
of the animals that made this agreement
with the Hmong were pigs, dogs, cats,
cows, chickens, and goats.
Since the agreement was made
between the Hmong and the animals,
Hmong continue to slay animals for
food and sacrifice their souls for
spiritual purposes. An animal is
sacrificed when a person is identified to
be
physically,
emotionally,
and
spiritually ill through a shaman ritual
ceremony. An animal sacrifice is also
made when the spirit of the ancestor or
a bad spirit makes a specific request in
exchange for the well being of the
living person. At the ritual ceremony the
shaman communicates and negotiates
with the spirit about the specific
offering.
Usually
through
the
negotiation with the spirit, the shaman
would agree to offer an animal’s soul
along with materialistic gifts such as
spiritual money, incenses, and/or food
in exchange for the human soul. Most
of the time after a shaman ritual
ceremony is performed and the animal’s
soul has been offered to the spirit, the
sick person regains his/her health and
well-being.
Before the sacrifice of an animal, it is
procedure for the Hmong to make it
clear to the animal(s) involved that the
slaying is not for a bad reason. It is also
important to state to the animal(s) that
the purpose is to offer and exchange the
animal’s soul in place of the living or
ancestral spirit and food made using the
animals should bring the family good
health. Making this request, they must
also make an offering to the animal and
its soul by lighting incense and burning
spiritual money to the animal sacrifices.
Most of animistic Hmong around the
world who practice traditional religion
still sacrifice raised animals for food
and spiritual purposes. It’s also
believed that each animal’s soul can be
exchanged for the human soul for a
specific purpose. It is not uncommon in
the United States for some Hmong
families to bring the animal(s) into the
house to be sacrificed. Some nonHmong individuals disagree with how
the animals are slain for the sacrifice
and may view it as animal cruelty, such
as a chicken’s throat being slashed or a
cow’s head being hammered to death.
Such primitive methods of slaying have
been carried on for generations and are
not necessarily viewed as cruel in the
Hmong community due to the lack of
technologies/supplies in their homeland
country.
Nachee Lee is the Executive Director of
the Dayton's Bluff Community Council. n

by State Rep. Sheldon Johnson, District
67B
As lawmakers, we are tasked with
crafting a state budget. While this is
never a small job, the $1.16 billion
budget deficit certainly adds an
additional challenge.
Tough economic times require tough
decision-making. However, I disagree
with the notion that eliminating
affordable health insurance options is
either a fiscally or a morally responsible
thing for the state to do. That is why I
have joined with my colleagues in
support of a plan that would cover
more, not fewer, Minnesotans.
Since 2001, 77,000 Minnesotans have
lost their health care coverage. If the
Governor's budget plan were to pass as
proposed, it is estimated that another
26,000 Minnesotans would find
themselves in the same predicament.
While the human cost to these cuts is
evident, it also provides great expense
to taxpayers.
The state may initially save money by
changing eligibility requirements for
state subsidized health care, but taxpayers are inequitably burdened later on.
The fact of the matter is people
without healthcare coverage don't stop
getting sick. Instead, they wait until
they are in need of expensive
emergency care and find themselves in
our hospitals and clinics unable to pay.
Hospitals in our state lost almost $330
million in 2004 due to bills that patients
were unable to pay or were written off
by providers as charity care. These
"uncompensated care" costs have
increased by 28 percent in recent years.
County hospitals and clinics turn to the
state's taxpayers to fill that budget void.
In addition, those of us who are insured
pay some of the price in ever increasing
healthcare premiums and co-pays.
Inevitably, it is you and I that absorb the
cost of their care.
The best way to avoid the expensive
uncompensated care costs is to improve
access to affordable health insurance.
One of the ways to do this is to provide
options for small business to offer affordable healthcare to their employees.
Currently, 84 percent of Minnesota's uninsured are either employed or are dependents of an employed person.
I am proud to support the "Main
Street Care" initiative that would open
up access to two existing health care
programs in the state. The first would
enable small employers and families to
save on the cost of health insurance by
buying into MinnesotaCare and paying
discounted premiums. By expanding,
not
dismantling
this
innovative
program, we allow the state to negotiate
to reduce the cost of healthcare by
leveraging our purchasing power. This
is what other large insurers are able to
do, why shouldn't the state?
The second would give individuals the
option to buy the same health benefits
currently available to state legislators.
Employers would save five percent on
the cost of coverage, and workers would
have a choice of providers from three
health plan networks instead of just one.
Expanding existing programs to allow
additional access to healthcare options
for small employers, the self-employed,
family farmers and individuals, doesn't
cost the state a thing. But it does
provide choices for businesses that
struggle to provide their workers, who
they value, with affordable healthcare
for their families.
Tough economic times require us to
make the tough decisions. But it also
makes us set priorities. I remain
committed to improving access to
healthcare and providing for our public
education.
n
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Warning: Unreliable
Narrator Ahead
by Mary Petrie
That’s right. I can’t be trusted to tell
the truth. And neither can you. Instead
of pretending that we’re a nation of
honest Abes, I say it’s time to stand up
and admit: “truth,” as a value, is being
batted about in a dangerous way.
Consider a couple of our biggest
cultural collusions: Santa Claus and the
Easter Bunny. Nearly every adult will
jump in and jiggle the truth, wink and
nod, to keep the little ones believing.
What about lies as omission or speedy
verbal maneuver? Your four year old
pops questions in the minivan, during
rush hour: Where do babies come
from? How do they get out? When I die
will I go away forever? Can you
promise me you won’t die tomorrow,
Mommy? And my personal favorite: If
I’m reincarnated, how will I recognize
you in my next life, Mommy?
I’ve fielded all these. I stooped to
magic, hidden doors; heaven and
Buddha and everything reassuring
wrapped together. Part of my job as a
parent—as I see it—is to introduce
children to the various realities and
uncertainties of life when they’re ready.
As one mother put it, she alters the truth
a tad every time she turns down the
radio or flips the paper to hide the
horrible headline of the day. We easily
admit that we, as parents, omit, evade,
shield, censor, monitor, hide, and delay.
Much of this isn’t exactly lying. But it’s
not the truth, either.
Just as some evasions may be benign,
others are heinous. Match the fancy
footwork to the politician: weapons of
mass destruction; I am not a crook; I did
not have sex with that woman; and Irancontra. Lives are lost and broken on
those lies. When you shoulder certain
responsibilities (leader of the free world
comes to mind) or put your hand on a
good Book and vow, truth is
paramount. Here, truth is more than
virtue or legal matter: it is a moral
obligation.
We live amidst some wild
contradictions. Today, “truth” is not

Senate Passes $886
Million Package
by State Senator Mee Moua
Senate Democrats accomplished one
of our major goals for the 2005 session
recently, passing a comprehensive
capital investment package that could
create
10,000
jobs
throughout
Minnesota. Tthe full Senate voted 61-3
to pass the $886 million bonding bill
that had been agreed upon in a
conference committee two weeks ago
. The bonding package is heavy on
funding for the state’s higher-education
systems, transportation initiatives and
environmental projects—three areas that
I believe are vitally important to
sustaining the quality of life we enjoy in
Minnesota.
Education
The state’s higher education institutions
have been hit very hard by budget cuts
in recent years, and many are resorting
to tuition hikes and fee increases to stay
competitive. The bonding bill dedicates
$108 million for the University of
Minnesota system and $213 million for
the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system, which will go a
long way in helping campuses across the
state, renovate and expand their
facilities.
Locally, Metropolitan State
University will receive $488,000 of this
sum for a demolition project. In
addition, $10.9 million is secured for the
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understood as a gold standard of moral
behavior; truth is not thoughtfully
measured, with care, consideration and
reverence. Instead, we view truth as
something more mundane – an ordinary
and constant requirement. Tell the truth,
we admonish our children. Yet they’re
surrounded by lies.
Perhaps we’d tolerate the dangerous
lies less if we acknowledged the benign
first. Let’s
spread
all
the
inconsistencies, untruths, evasions and
downright
lies
on
the
table.
Acknowledge that they exist! Take that
first step as a nation and ‘fess up to our
duplicities.
We should discuss the way we handle
truth and its transgressions because we
value it so much. Truth is not ordinary
or mundane, but a virtue to be levied
with care. If only we could take that
universal stamp off truth (everybody is
assumed to tell the truth all the time), we
could aim our expectations higher. We
might no longer stomach the lies that
cost thousands of lives, millions of
dollars, or hundreds of jobs—lies that
tread upon the sovereignty of nations
and the integrity of life. Right now, we
hold out a thin and unexamined standard
of truth for all, something we all wiggle
around and within. I’d like to make
sharper distinctions. Some lies are
acceptable. Some lies are not. Let’s live
that new truth.
About two years ago, my daughter’s
then four-year old friend showed up for
a play date with hair she’d cut herself.
The poor thing had only half her bangs;
the rest of her brown locks fell chinlength. The back ranged from half a
scraggly inch near her scalp to scraping
shoulders. She topped off the new hairdo with some gel pen tattoo work. No
amount of scrubbing could get the
orange and pink off her arms. Her
cheeks. Her chin. The child looked
awful.
My daughter, Scarlett, gave the girl a
huge hug. “You look so pretty!” she
exclaimed, with feeling. To me, she
mouthed, ‘not really,’ behind the friend’s
back and rolled her eyes in horror.
The friend beamed and elaborated on
how she achieved just this look.
Scarlett told her first ‘white’ lie. And I
was proud of her.
n

renovation of construction-trades space
at St. Paul College.
Transportation
Four transportation projects funded in
the bonding bill will directly benefit the
East Metro area. Combined, the projects
will bring us significantly closer to the
goal of having an expanded, efficient
transit system available in our
neighborhoods.
I was the chief author of legislation
designating money for the Central
Corridor Transitway, so I am very happy
that it will be receiving $5.25 million in
the bonding bill. The Cedar Avenue
Busway project also will receive $10
million, and $500,000 will go toward
expanding the Red Rock Line Corridor
Transitway. Finally, the Phalen Corridor
will be receiving $4 million.
Metro Parks
Metro Parks are granted a substantial
amount of money in this year’s bonding
bill, which will help enhance our city’s
public spaces and the thriving
environment of which Minnesotans are
so proud. Specifically, Raspberry Island
will be receiving $4.6 million and
Desnoyer Park will get $388,000 toward
renovation and clean-up efforts.
Disappointments
As good as this news may be, I am
disappointed that two major park efforts
—Como Zoo and Henry Park—did not
receive capital investment dollars. Both
of these park areas have statewide
significance and reach far beyond just
local residents. Henry Park, in
particular, is part of a 30-year effort by

the State of Minnesota to protect bluffs
and shore land that, along with Port
Crosby, covers more than 70 miles and
54,000 acres.
The state dedicated this land as a
Critical Area to preserve a valuable state
resource, and I have been working for
several years to ensure this area remains
protected.
Unfortunately,
because
funding was not included in the bonding
bill, the state missed its last opportunity
to designate the area as regional
parkland. This means developers can go
forward with plans to build on the land
and we now risk the potential loss of a
very
important
piece
of
our
environment.
Another provision of the bonding bill
that disappoints me is the Holman Field
flood-protection project. This was not a
priority of the St. Paul legislative
delegation because many of our
constituents told us they did not approve
of building a floodwall around the
airport. But despite the interests of most
St. Paul residents, the Holman Field
project received $1 million in the
bonding bill—money that perhaps could
have been designated to other areas such
as Henry Park.
The Governor and Mayor Randy
Kelly had very different priorities when
it came to this project. Rather than
listening to the requests of St. Paul
lawmakers and the people we represent,
they insisted the project be included in
the final bill. Mayor Kelly went so far as
to verbally threaten a member of the
conference committee to ensure the

success of Holman Field. Although I
was encouraged by the compromise and
geniality that went along with this year’s
bonding process, the blatant disregard
for constituent interests and legislative
authority I witnessed from our mayor
and governor was a truly depressing
learning experience.
Other projects
Besides these local projects, the
bonding bill allocates: $37.5 million for
the Northstar commuter rail system; $27
million for flood hazard mitigation
grants throughout the state; $18 million
for a new Red Lake school; $22 million
for the Minnesota Zoo; $50 million for
road and bridge replacement and
improvement; $84 million to expand the
correctional facility in Faribault; $22
million
for
the
Minneapolis
Planetarium; and nearly $22 million for
the U of M/Mayo biotech research
facility in Rochester.
The spring construction season is
nearly upon us, meaning that the time
for getting projects started and getting
Minnesotans back to work is now. I am
pleased we got this job done so the
bidding and construction process can
begin as soon as possible—this is truly a
wise investment of taxpayer dollars.
If you have any questions or
comments on the bonding bill or any
other issue, please do not hesitate to
contact
me
at
651-296-5285;
sen.mee.moua@senate.mn; or 235 State
Capitol, 75 Martin Luther King Jr.
Blvd., St. Paul, MN 55155.
n
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